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25% Post Consumer Recycled APET
Hop Industries is pleased to introduce our

SUSTAINABILITY

PCR APET film with 25% post consumer

Helping our customers achieve

recycled content.

their sustainable packaging
Made from recycled plastic beverage

goals.

bottles, our PCR APET helps our
customers achieve their sustainable
packaging goals.

PRINTABILITY
Designed with offset printers in

Designed for use in the folding box and

mind, our PCR APET film is two

printing industries, our film offers
exceptional clarity and printability.

side printable via offset
lithography.

Our PCR APET film meets FDA
regulations for direct food contact.
The process of engineering more environmentally

AVAILABILITY

acceptable packaging starts with selecting the right

Hop Industries is pleased to offer

materials for your package. At Hop Industries, our goal is

Property

Test Method

Typical Values

Thickness (mils)

**

8.0 ~ 24.0 (sheet)
8.0 ~ 24.0 + 3%

same day shipping on common

to provide environmentally friendly plastic film options to

sizes currently being stocked in

Thickness tolerance

ASTM D-1593

our customers to help them meet packaging regulations

Width Tolerance

**

+ 1/16” (sheet)

Lyndhurst, NJ for quick

and also to achieve their individual sustainable packaging

Transparency

ASTM D-1003

85 – 92%

turnaround.

goals. With our new 25% post consumer recycled APET,

Gloss Value (60°)

ASTM-D523

150-180

Specific Gravity

ASTM-D792

1.334

Dyne Level

ASTM D-1003

38 (min)

customers will experience the same high level of
performance as our virgin APET, while at the same time
reducing their environmental impact. By utilizing
reclaimed plastic bottle scrap in the production of our
PCR APET, we are able to reduce the amount of energy
and natural resources needed for manufacturing. In
addition, we are hopeful that these recent packaging
trends will help to increase the recycling and collection
rates of plastic bottles and other plastic packages.

Hop Industries
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Lyndhurst, NJ 07071
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Eco-Films
Sustainable Plastic Films

IV Value

0.67-0.75

